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----summary:

~he author replies to three questions which he
bas asked himself, and w.hich concern the weave of
the Holy Shroud. He is of the opinion that it is
the weave whi.ch can date it as of the time of Christ.
He refu ·tea the view that the same weave was used
in France in 1400.

Studies on the Shroud's weave by scholars call attention
to the difficulties that arise and are above all due to the
scarce information on the subject of the linen industry in
ancient tirnes.
Nevertheless, I have made my research and consultations from
French and Engiish references that concern the subject. I found
nothing of particular interest in published works, nor may there
he any ¥ishful hopes on future archaeologica] diseoveries in
countries of the Middle East, for any fabric-piece that could
serve as useful evtdence---or eventuai~I seien~ific proofs concerning the sacred Linen,which might al~ow ,s to estab1jsn--wi~h
at least a certain nearness in time--the antiquity Of the linen.
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to have been a f·abric woven in France many years afterward---and
more precisely at the beginning of the 14th Century, .f:om which
time begins the documented history of the Sacred Relics appearance in France?
And here in brief are my answers, according to my personal
Viewpoint.
1. The Shroud is a cloth of pure linen, somewhat irregular, seemingly, in the thread-spinning as in the web(weaving pattern). That
was due to a handloom, which must have been very rudimentary, but
by what it made, it would show the ancient origin of the fabric,
even if it isn't possible to determine the precise period.
The same thread with which it is woven was hand-spun, because,
even as very finely done, it nevertheless displays numerous irregularities in diameter, thicker parts, or budlike shapes. Also, the
same pattern in the weave, a corn-row or "fishbone", is very irregular, interrupted and broken by mistakes in return-passes, or missing
passages of rows and therefore, breaks in the spine-like design itself.
A similar design is sti]l actually used in the linen-industry
for linen hand-towels or dust-cloths,made with hemp and cotton. In
comparing a sample, however, of such recent products, with the
pattern on the Shroud's linen, as viewed from a photograph, there
is a great difference clearly between the two weaves. We may be able
to add further, from the results of Timossi's studies, that the
Shroud's weaving-pattern was formed of lengthwise stripes---d·escending and ascending at the same time, each one of 40 threads, in width
about 11 millimeters, making precisely the fishbone design. Also,
the degree of the ~bread's fibers has to correspond to about a total
of 50th~Mds(an English reference on linan} for the weft, and a
total of about 30 for the wc1rp, with 40 threads per \1eft. and 27
per warp, for a square centimeter,
2·) l\.s for the answer pertaining to the second question wh:ich
has been posed, it was to see first of all if it were still possible-at the tlme of Christ's death, that another fabric similar to the
Shroud'linan bad ~hen been woven.
Let us note, ~n fhe second item, that in order to obtain the
effect of the fishbone pattern, it is necessary to have at ona•s
d isposa 1 a weaving-loom, no matter how rudimentary, 'lib1al 'Iii! tio hav& at least fb.1r
heddles(a lifting mechanism giving the needed movement for the warp~breads through the alternate passes of the weft-threads,) This is
the arguing-point of ~he whole.question, on which the opponents of
the Relic's au~henticity based their firm denials, t~at looms
of that type(four-heddles)weren'tin existence in New Testament timee
~hey d•ny the e~istence of that type of hand-Looma, witb four hedd "
.oved by foobpedals,(in that time,lat.oentury.)
1••,
In truth. we have no absolute proofa ot that(know!edge), ••
all the exampl•• a~d textile artifacts of ancient linena---whiah
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we may have and may be able to examine perhaps, in our Egypt~in
Museum at Turin, as in the British Museum in London, are plainweaves in linen or tapestries. These were products that came from
vertical and horizontal hand-looms, but without any heddles.
We may observe such looms in mural paintings, however, of those
depicting Egyptian women enga~ed in the work of weaving. Th~se refer
to periods much more earlier than the one in which Jesus li'ved,(2000
years previously.) It is not arbitrary to affirm that in the course
of so many centuries that they could have made eventual improvements,
in their textile skills, as in Syria or Egypt, the same regions
bordering on Palestine, where the textile craftsman was more advanced.
CMm:tus IISf irean tb:ee aaftalBl of Egypt,or !:1,'rla , tm latt:er 1Em o:midemd nae , ~u.a, in twills,)
WE may add lastly that from uncertain information-.... i,UJ; -~t:11"1"
a certain sign, not without its own importance-- c5>mes··something to· -be
placed in the Shroud's favor. This particular sign is the structure of
a semi-petrified or calcified cloth-fragment, discovered in the excavations of Pompei,(destroyed by a volcanic eruption~79AD--Translator's note.WJD),
fragment shows a cloth with a twill or at
least a pattern of so-called "Batavia•, "diagonal" bone. It is certainly true that this fabric would seem to be of wool; yet, nevertheless, one can not refute the fact that such weaving-effects were
possible to obtain with wool, and could be also obtained with linen.

This

We may also wish to say this: that such similarities had to
be derived from hand-looms and foot-pedals, with at least four heddles, an~ that weavings made by such looms could have very well come
through imported goods of the East.

pos;!bi:ef;:if~eq;h;!!i"t that

we posed is more easily answered. Was
;hhaie bee~ woven in France, around the
a superior fabric b
•
e ooms in that country produced a
the Shroud's case; s~c:a~~c~4t~C.lexamp1es we can
in
There is stilt ver muc~nica loo~s. had yet to be invented
weave, aoncerning HbichYI havem~!~ to_say on ~he subject of the Shroud•s
remains with many unkno
Y given brie~ signs. The Shroud
it

1400s? It was not possible

show, whereas

.:::t:s:hr;: (!~t~~nff:t.if!;gi~iii:i~ m::! :r:::~1::~r!tl;; ';~:~e;~:~

=~la~~it1eisms. The critisms are wel~~m~~efrt~ a11 hypotheses as to
the sam:x:~~:i~~!m:ais
research, It ish!!c~=~aserve to en1tghtica1 exercises Only t:a!o~~edton solid arguments, andr~~th~wever, that
,
-~ar from hypothetical ~on
e dialect- cepts.
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